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Abstract

Monitoring of the process parameters is a key to enhancing the performance of the output. For this purpose

many statistical tools are used in practice and control chart is one of the most popular choices. Bayesian and

Classical setups are two major categories for defining the design structures of control charts. This study is

planned to investigate the performance of the process mean control chart (i.e. X -Chart) in the Bayesian and

Classical environments and compare them in terms of power and/or Average Run Length (ARL), Additionally

this article will highlight and address some of the issues with the Bayesian setup of process monitoring for

quality and reliability.
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1. Introduction

The quality of any process output depends on how timely, we are able to detect any

change in the process behavior. There are a number of tools which may be used for this

purpose like Pareto chart, Cause and Effect diagram, Check sheet etc. The kit comprising

these tools is formally known as SPC tool-kit. In this tool-kit, control chart is the most

commonly used tool for detecting changes in process behavior. The process behavior, in

statistical terms is composition of the quantities like location, spread, proportion, correlation

etc. and we have a variety of control charts available in literature for process monitoring.

The commonly used control charts for location and spread parameters are X,  R and S

charts, proposed by Shewhart back in 1920s.

To enhance the performance of control charts and to handle different types of process

situations, a number of approaches have been used by different researchers. To refer but a

few of these: Battagglia (1993) used a regression based approach, Chun (2000) used a

nonparametric control charting approach, Muttlak and Al-Sabah (2001) used a ranked sampling

approach, Reynolds and Arnold (2001) used a variable sample size approach, Menzefricke

(2002) used Bayesian approach in univariate control chart setting, Jones et al. (2004) used

a CUSUM approach, Knoth (2005) used an EWMA approach, Chen and Huanga (2005)


